A newsletter from Beta Delta Chapter
at the University of Montana

A word from Brother Fritz Pierce
Dear Brothers,

contact@grizzlysigs.com

I was an active in the Beta Delta Chapter of Sigma Chi from 1964 through
1967 and have great memories of my experiences. I am now 75 years old.
Sigma Chi remains important to me as do my Beta Delta brothers with whom
I have maintained contact over the past 50 years. The continued existence of
The House and The Active Chapter are a source of satisfaction each time we
attend a tailgate party, visit The House or read the latest Grizzly Sig.
Over the years, I have supported the house financially when and to the extent
I could. In the past couple of years, I have thought about perhaps doing more
in that regard during these more difficult and challenging times. As I considered what to do, many questions about the house occurred to me. Wanting to
learn more about the house and its present operations and status, I contacted
my old friend, Mike Schruth (Beta Delta 1968), who is now on the board of
the Sigma Chi Building Foundation for our chapter. Mike set up a telephone
conference with three other brothers on the board, Walt Kero, Dan
Cederberg, and Nathan Cranston. During that call we discussed the history
and status of The House Corporation and The Active Chapter from both a
financial and a personnel standpoint. I was pleased that as a result of those
discussions, any uncertainties and anxieties I may have had were put to rest.
Instead of going through a detailed description of our discussions, I would
like to simply list the information/facts that I learned.
1) There are four entities that serve Beta Delta.
a. Sigma Chi Building Foundation (BF) — scholarships,
fund raising, major repairs
b. Beta Delta House Corporation (HC) — rent, routine maintenance,
general chapter and property management, etc.
c. Missoula Alumni Chapter — fundraising and homecoming
d. The Active Chapter
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Continued from Page 1… A word from Brother Fritz Pierce
2) The number of active chapter members was offset by the rent and board paid by the actives
down in 2019. However, during the year, the chap- living in the house.
ter conducted a very successful program to in- 7) Beta Delta has a Scholarship Endowment in
crease membership and as of this time, there are excess of $1,000,000. Funds from that endowment
44 actives. Apparently the active chapter now has are paid to selected active members. The Endowstrong leadership.
ment awards $35,000 to $45,000 in scholarships
3) The only debt the BF now has is a $56,000 loan every year. A portion of the money awarded goes
from Sigma Chi National for the repair of the fire to pay the recipient’s rent, so we end up getting a
escape.
portion back to support house operations.
4) We recently learned that the boiler for the house 8) Our 501c3 status makes all contributions tax
is in need of replacement. The cost would be deductible.
$65,000. Parts of the wall also need to be repaired 9) The Beta Delta alum brothers that I have talked
soon. No estimate on those costs yet.
with over the years that are involved in ongoing
5) Starting in the spring
operations have a great
of 2019, the BF set up a
interest and dedication
fund called Heart of the
to our chapter. They
House Endowment in
are doing a very good
order to pay for ongoing
job and are spending a
maintenance of the proplot of their personal
erty. The goal is to raise
time keeping things up
$500,000 for this fund.
and running and imWe are now at $40,000.
proving to the extent
The repair of the fire espossible. They deserve
cape and the boiler has
a great deal of credit
delayed the ability to start
and thanks for all they
contributions to the fund.
do. I hope this inforAll donations to Beta
mation has been helpDelta will now go into the
ful. I would be happy
A “mini” reunion of some 60s Sigs. Left to right: Ron Short;
Heart of the House Ento discuss any of these
Rex Boller; Fritz Pierce; Mike Wood; Mike Schruth; Don
dowment unless specificalthings with any of you.
Berland; Pat Schruth; Marty Ueland; Jim Myers
ly directed to the ScholarTogether, hopefully,
ship Endowment.
we will be able to assure the future of our house
6) The annual “nut” to keep the property operating and the legacy that means so much to all of us.
is about $20,000. There are no property taxes because of our 501c3 status. Of course, when The In Hoc,
House is open, there are several other expense Fritz Pierce ‘67
fritz.pierce@gmail.com
such as cook, food, cleaning, etc. However, this is Beta Delta Alumni

Do you have any old Sigma Chi or Beta Delta memorabilia?
If so, email photos to contact@grizzlysigs.com and they will
be added to The Beta Delta Wiki page in the near future.
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Consul’s Corner
Brothers,

Grizzly Sig Apparel Available Now!
Brothers,
We are happy to open the Grizzly Sig on-line store for unique to Beta
Delta clothing.
Our first offer features a simple logo inside an outline of Montana, offered on a wide variety of apparel in maroon or silver.
We are going through Universal Athletic in Missoula. We plan to have
any items you order available for homecoming on Sept. 26, 2020. You
will have the option of paying to have garments sent to you or pick them
up when you come to Homecoming. The deadline to order is the end of
August.
You can see the merchandise and instructions to order at this website: https://grizzlysig.itemorder.com/
Actives can also order from this site.
This is a fund raiser for the Alumni Chapter to help with our annual
Homecoming celebration, the Captain's Cup golf tournament and some
special events for the actives.
With enough interest, in the future we will have an order to coincide with
the golf tournament. To keep it fresh, down the road we can change the
logo or colors of the apparel (so if you or yours have artistic talent, show
us your ideas.) For now we want to keep it simple to get this off the
ground. Please share this info with other brothers as well!
If you have questions, reach out to Dave Trimmer
‘76, davetrimmer1@gmail.com, (509) 879-4901. He has some experience with these on-line stores from his previous life.

My name is Parker Rembe
and I am very excited to be
Beta
Delta's
Consul
this upcoming school year.
We had a long and rough
year this year but I have a
lot of good ideas for this
upcoming year to get the
house back on its feet. We
will be using a new phone
application that will keep
the actives involved and
informed of all our events.
We have a strong plan for
recruitment this upcoming
year and are hoping to get
another good pledge class
like we did this past year. I
am very excited to see what
the younger guys can do for
the house as they step into
leadership roles for Beta
Delta. We are looking forward to another great year
at 1110 Gerald in the Fall.
Feel free to contact me with
any questions or concerns.
IH,
Parker Rembe
E-mail: betadelta.consul@gmail.com
Phone: (503) 707-9521

Brad Cederberg ‘06
Alumni Association president

Have you seen me? Contact Rich
rich@regenesis.net
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Alumni Giving Back
Alumni Boards

Stewart Hansen

Brian Bigej
President (2020)
Casey Nichols
Secretary (2021)
Peter Howard
Director (2020)

Brother Bob McCue ‘79 has been in the self storage business for over 20
years now. So during these troubled times, he felt the need to give back to
the community that has kept his business thriving. McCue says that he has
never seen anything like this crisis before and wanted to specifically help
our local college students.
The University of
Montana
closed all
on-campus
housing on
March 24th.
So
with
students
required to
vacate on
short
notice, many
needed
a
place to keep their belongings. Eagle Storage saw an opportunity to help,
so they offered free 5x10 and 4x5 storage units for University student use.
All they needed to do was bring a valid UM student ID and they would get
a unit. The deal offers a waived move-in fee and a month of free storage.
The offer has recently ended on May 1, 2020 but he was open to helping
any student until the last minute. McCue said, “They’re students, they’re
putting all their energy into studying and have limited funds and resources. I was there at one time, I’ve got two boys that went to the school
here, and this was an opportunity for us to give back and say thank you.”
Check out the official news story at his website Eagless.net

My Badge
During Finals Week in the Spring of 97, Jason Nitschke ‘97 and I painted
My Badge on the Third Floor of Siberia in Study Hall next to BH Rolfe. We
were both fried from studying and could think of no better thing than to do
something great for The House. With the help of a
transparency and a rented, old school projector, we
completed it 20 hours later. It stood 3’ wide and 6’ tall.

Brad Cederberg
Brady Tommerup
Secretary (2020)
Brian Bigej
Treasurer (2020)

Sadly, most of it was destroyed when they had to move
the door to the Study Lounge, but one of Beta Delta’s
best traditions was always honoring those who made
contributions to leave things a little better than they
found it.
Cory Rigler
Beta Delta Chapter ‘94 - Montana ‘98
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Beta Delta Wiki Project
Starting Summer 2020
Thanks to all those who have visited our newly
launched website: grizzlysigs.com. We plan to
continue making improvements throughout the
year, so if you have not already - please take a
moment to stop by and share your thoughts
and opinions. We appreciate any, and all feedback!
Over the next several months, the Sigma Chi
Building Foundation will be gathering content for
a Beta Delta Wiki, which will be connected
through the new website. Several details for
this project are still in the works, but we are
ready to accept content from our community of
brothers.
So please help us out by submitting anything
Beta
Delta
related
to contact@grizzlysigs.com.

Congrats to the Graduating
Seniors of Beta Delta
Name: Zachary Kremer
Pictured: Top Left
Contact: Kremerzr@hotmail.com
Degree: Wildlife Biology

Name: Tanner Boston
Pictured: Top Middle
Contact: Tboston447@gmail.com
Degree: Marketing

Name: Brian Helsel
Pictured: Bottom Left
Contact: Bhelsel43@gmail.com
Degree: Management and
Entrepreneurship

Name: Landen Spencer
Pictured: Middle Left
Contact:
Landonspencer37@yahoo.com
Degree: Marketing

Name: Caleb Tipp
Pictured: Middle Right
Contact: Calebtipp16@gmail.com
Degree: Management Information
Systems

Name: Blaik Hopewell
Pictured: Bottom Middle
Contact:
Blaik.hopewell@gmail.com
Degree: Chemistry

Name: Michael Hoffman
Pictured: Top Right
Contact: Mikenike20@gmail.com
Degree: Sociology with a Minor in
Criminology

Name: Matt Dotterweich
Pictured: Bottom Right
Contact:
Matt.dotterweich20@gmail.com
Degree: Economics

Our vision for the wiki includes a variety of content, such as:
•

A History of Beta Delta, Chartering to Present

•

Photographs and accompanying notes/stories

•

Class notes (A place for brothers to share
stories and memories of their time at Beta
Delta)

•

List of Awarded Beta Deltas (Undergrad &
Alumni)

•

Full member list (dating back as far as possible)

•

Anything else our brothers would like to
share or care to see!

We hope that this project will give our past
brothers a new way to reconnect with Beta Delta - by sharing memories, stories and more. This
will be a great resource for all past, present and
future brothers! It could also serve as a
strong recruitment tool for the Active Chapter, as
they seek new ways to keep Beta Delta thriving! So please consider taking some time to help
us make it the best it can be.
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News from the House Corporation
The Beta Delta House Corporation has had a busy year. During the summer of 2019, we fully
tore down and replaced the fire escape stairs, railings and decking. The project was funded by
a short-term loan from the Sigma Chi Risk Management Foundation (RMF). The program
assists House Corporations with projects that make chapter house living facilities safer for
active members. Beta Delta is now working to erase that nearly $60,000 debt through fundraising for the Heart of the House endowment.
Our next big project is a full replacement of the heating system in the main house. The boiler
has seen its last winter and we are currently exploring options for getting a new system installed by this coming fall. Cost estimates for this project are significant - any contributions to
the Heart of the House, as always, are greatly appreciated!
The House Corporation was closely monitoring the situation with Coronavirus (COVID-19)
as it developed in late February and early March. On March 22, the University of Montana
issued a recommendation that all students vacate the on-campus Residence Halls as soon as
possible, while also announcing that all classes would transition to an online platform. Immediately following that announcement, the House Corp closed the main house and urged members to return home for their health and safety. Refunds for rent and food were given to all
those who vacated. The handful of brothers who were unable to return home were instructed
to move themselves and their belongings to New Ski Shack or Back Shack for the remainder
of the semester.
With the main house empty, we’ve started the process of noting needed repairs and maintenance to be completed this summer. As of now, we plan to be fully operational and back to
normal by the start of the fall semester! We hope everyone has stayed healthy during this unpredictable time.
In Hoc!

Links and Social Media Accounts
Beta Delta Active members Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/umontanasigmachi/
Beta Delta Alumni Private Facebook Group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/108376102621525/

Beta Delta Website:
https://www.grizzlysigs.com/
Donation Portal:
https://squareup.com/store/Sigmachi
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